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Under the fact that previous studies have usually ignored the inﬂuences of room conﬁguration, wall solar
chimney under both cooling and heating modes were analysed theoretically to ﬁll the research gap. Solar
chimney performance is dependent on the airﬂow rate and its temperature, where theoretical models
were developed in this study to predict the performance of four typical types, including fresh-air cooling,
fresh-air heating through chimney cavity and room, and sealed heating (without any fresh-air supply). It
is known that the room conﬁguration shows considerable inﬂuences on solar chimney performance,
where a coefﬁcient is proposed to address this. Different from the cooling mode, airﬂow rate under
heating mode was found not only dependent on cavity height, but also the opening height of the room.
To heat a typical room, fresh-air heating through the cavity shows the highest airﬂow rate but with the
lowest temperature, which can be applied to regularly occupied building under cool weather conditions.
Fresh-air heating through the room shows an opposite way, which is suitable for regularly occupied
buildings under cold weather conditions. The performance of sealed heating is between these two, which
can be used for non-regularly occupied buildings as there is no fresh air supply.
© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Energy demand is continuously increasing with the rapid rise of
both population and new technologies [1]. For example, fossil fuels
account for about 85% (27% coal, 35% oil, and 23% natural gas) of the
total energy consumption and 68% of total electricity generation
worldwide [2]. To reduce the usage of fossil fuels, one of the best
ways is to reduce their usages in buildings. This is because buildings
are responsible for over 40% energy usage in the whole world,
mainly for heating, cooling, providing electricity and air conditioning (HVAC) system [3,4]. Furthermore, renewable energy is
environmental friendly with much less greenhouse gas emission
[5]. Therefore, many renewable energy systems have been utilized
in buildings [6], such as solar-based, ground source-based energy
systems, and day-lighting system.
Solar chimney is basically a solar air heater, which is vertically or
horizontally embedded as a part of wall or roof [7]. Chimney cavity
normally consists of a glazing wall for solar penetration and an
absorption wall for heat absorption, as shown in Fig. 1. The air in the
chimney cavity is heated under the penetration of solar radiation
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0360-5442/© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

through the glazing wall and they rise under the thermal buoyancy
to enhance the natural ventilation of buildings. Solar chimney is
used to promote natural ventilation by taking away indoor heat
(cooling mode) or bringing in hot air (heating mode), resulting in
the reduction of traditional energy use and the relevant greenhouse
gas emission [8e10]. As the heated air always rises under the
thermal buoyancy, ﬂowing out or into the room can achieve cooling
or heating purposes, respectively. As seen in Fig. 1, the switch between cooling and heating modes can be realized by those
dampers.
Solar chimney as a reliable renewable energy system has been
utilized in buildings based on solar radiation. It is different from
solar photovoltaic, which cannot produce electricity directly. The
energy saving is realized through promoting natural ventilation
and then save the electricity on HVAC systems of a building. The
reduction of HVAC energy consumption is critical as it is estimated
that, for example in the USA, HVAC systems take about 50% of
building energy consumption and 20% of total consumption [11,12].
The performance of a solar chimney can be reﬂected by the airﬂow
rate and its temperature. Under cooling mode, as shown in Fig. 1(a),
a bigger airﬂow rate through the chimney cavity represent taking
more heat out of the building. Under heating mode shown in
Fig. 1(b), a combination of airﬂow rate and its temperature is then
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Fig. 1. Typical wall solar chimney under: (a) cooling mode; and (b) heating mode.

signiﬁcant to determine the performance of a solar chimney.
Previous studies have largely focused on the cooling mode of
solar chimney where the related investigations on its heating mode
are limited. The heating potential of solar chimney was investigated
by Lee and Strand [13] under the inﬂuences of chimney height,
solar absorptance and solar transmittance of the glazing wall based
on their in-house module which was developed and implemented
in EnergyPlus. Ong [14,15] developed a mathematical model to
predict the solar chimney performance under various ambient and
geometrical conditions based on thermal resistance network. Zhai
et al. [16,17] also investigated experimentally and theoretically the
inﬂuences of several important factors such as inclination angle,
channel gap and collector type. According to our literature review
on solar chimney [18], it is known that although solar chimney has
been frequently investigated, previous focuses are almost on its
cooling mode, leaving very few studies on the heating mode. This
may be because of the usually adopted simpliﬁed model that ignore
the inﬂuences from the room conﬁgurations. Previous studies
[19e21] are much focusing on experimental or numerical investigations based on solo chimney cavity. Under this simpliﬁed
structure, the airﬂow rate can be considered the same under both
cooling and heating modes. It is still unknown if this assumption is
viable during the practical applications of solar chimney.
Although the importance of room conﬁguration on solar chimney performance is clearly understood, very few studies have
explored this aspect even its effect may be overwhelming while the
efforts have been much on the optimization design of solo solar
chimney itself. According to our recent review [18], the frequently
investigated inﬂuencing factors are mainly for solar chimney
independently, including conﬁguration (e.g. height [22,23], cavity
gap [24], inlet and outlet areas [25,26], and height/gap ratio
[27,28]), installation conditions (e.g. inclination angle (for roof solar
chimney) [22,29], opening [25] and solar collector [30]), material
usages (e.g. glazing type [31], solar absorber [19,32] and thermal
insulation [30]), and environment (e.g. climate [33,34], solar radiation [35,36] and external wind [37,38]).
However, those previously developed theoretical models may
not be applicable when it needs to consider the inﬂuences from the
room conﬁguration under the practical applications. This results in
a critical gap for the relevant designs and implementations.
Furthermore, those theoretical models for solar chimney under
cooling mode have been well developed [39e42]. However, it is still
not known whether these models are still applicable to the heating

mode. Comparing to the numerical approach, theoretical models
more favor the practical implementations which can provide a fast
and convenient way for the optimization design of solar chimney.
Although the numerical tools can provide more detailed information about the airﬂow inside the chimney cavity and room, the
related calculation time is much longer and the results are lacking
generality.
Solar chimney under cooling mode has been largely investigated
previously, but the relevant studies under heating mode is still a
challenge. Firstly, different from the cooling mode, the room under
heating mode is no longer a mixed ventilation, which can be
considered as a two-layer problem [43,44]. The upper layer of the
room is the hot air from the chimney cavity, which are gathered at
the ceiling under thermal buoyancy, while the lower layer is still
fresh air. Secondly, solar chimney under heating mode is complicated with many types, as seen in Figs. 3e5. It is still not clear about
the airﬂow rate and the temperature with these typical types. It is
of signiﬁcance to identify the applicability of these types of solar
chimney under heating mode.
Therefore, in this study, four typical types of solar chimney
under both cooling and heating modes were investigated theoretically, including fresh-air cooling, fresh-air heating through the
chimney cavity, fresh-air heating through the room, and sealed
heating. Validation, comparisons and related implementations
were also made to address their applicability. The research outcomes provide a theoretical and technical basis for the related
optimization designs and implementations of solar chimney under
both cooling and heating modes. Section 2 will focus on the
development of theoretical models for these four solar chimney
types. Section 3 presents the validation of theoretical models based
on experimental data. Section 4 includes the comparison and
implementations of these theoretical models, where the advantages and disadvantages of these four types of solar chimney are
discussed.
2. Mathematical models
As shown in Figs. 2e5, four typical types of solar chimney can be
known under cooling and heating modes, including fresh-air
cooling, fresh-air heating through the chimney cavity, fresh-air
heating through the room, and sealed heating. In the following
section, these four types of solar chimney will be analysed one by
one theoretically to predict the airﬂow rate and temperature
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Fig. 2. Solar chimney under fresh-air cooling (a); and pressure distributions in outdoor, room and cavity (b). Hn1 and Hn2 are the heights of neutral planes in the room and chimney
cavity, respectively.
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room. The chimney cavity is constructed by a glazing wall and an
absorber wall. The glazing wall is allowing solar radiation penetration to the chimney cavity for the heating of the internal air,
while the absorber wall is to absorb the solar radiation to enhance
the process. The room is connected to the outdoor environment
through an opening, which can be in a form of window or door.
When there is solar radiation on the glazing wall, the air inside the
chimney cavity rise under the effect of thermal buoyancy. After
exhausting the air to the outdoor, the pressure inside the chimney
cavity then drops, which results in the entry of air from the room.
Theoretical models have been developed regarding the performance of solo solar chimney, which means the solar chimney is
directly connecting the ambient without connecting a room/
chamber. Andersen [41,45] developed a theoretical model to predict the volumetric ﬂow rate through a chamber with two openings
under thermal buoyancy. Those previous models before Andersen
were much based on the temperature gradient between the internal cavity and the ambient, while the air temperature inside the
cavity cannot be obtained unless undertaking the experiment. So
their practical applications are limited. Based on my understanding
through the literature review, Andersen's model is the ﬁrst
comprehensive theoretical model for wall solar chimney with easyto-obtained inputs such as total heat input.
Regarding the consideration of room conﬁguration, a point
needed to be mentioned that Spencer et al. [26,46] have developed
a theoretical model for the natural ventilation prediction under
cooling mode. In this study, the developed model under cooling
model is a little different, which is simpliﬁed with the following
assumptions: (a) the air inside the room (upper or lower part of
room under heating mode) and chimney cavity are well mixed; (b)
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Fig. 3. Solar chimney under fresh-air heating through cavity (a) and pressure distributions under (b) unsteady scenario; (c) steady scenario; and (d) unlikely scenario.

through the chimney cavity considering the room conﬁguration.
After that, the inﬂuences of the room conﬁguration on solar
chimney performance are addressed theoretically as well.
2.1. Fresh-air cooling
Fig. 2(a) shows the solar chimney under fresh-air cooling. The
left side is the chimney cavity and the right-side is the connected
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Fig. 4. Solar chimney under fresh-air heating through room (a); and (b) the pressure distributions.
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Fig. 5. Solar chimney under sealed heating (a) and the pressure distribution (b) inside chimney cavity and room.

the discharge coefﬁcients for all the oriﬁces are considered the
same; (c) the friction losses occur in the chimney cavity are ignored
due to the complexity of the problem; (d) the external wind in the
outdoor environment is neglected, suggested by Afonso and Oliveira [47] and Tan and Wong [37]; and (e) This study much focuses
on predicting solar chimney performance under steady status,
where there is a balance of heat transfer between the walls and
airﬂow. In order to provide the direct analytical solutions of the
theoretical models, the related heat transfer between the walls and
airﬂow inside the room were ignored. The above assumptions also
apply to the heating model of solar chimney in this study.
The pressure distributions inside the ambient environment,
room and chimney cavity can be seen in Fig. 2. As the air inside the
room and chimney cavity are considered well mixed and uniform,
hydrostatic pressure is then considered linear to the height with a
changing rate of rg. A pair of parallel lines can be used to present
the hydrostatic pressure outside and in the room. The pressure
distributions in outdoor environment, room and chimney cavity
can be seen in Fig. 2(b), which can be given by,

DP ¼ rgDH

(1)

where DP is the pressure difference, Pa; r is the density of air, kg/
m3; g is the acceleration of gravity, m/s2; and DH is the difference of
vertical heights, m.
As the heating power is much larger in the cavity, the slope of
the pressure curve in the cavity is obviously higher than the others
based on Eq. (1). It is known that the heights of neutral pressure
planes are different in the cavity and the room, while the neutral
plane for the cavity (Hn1) is higher than that of the room (Hn2) under
the conditions. This is different to Lin and Linden's study [44] with
two chambers that there is an extra opening located on the ceiling
which allows the airﬂow along the ceiling, resulting in the same
height of neutral pressure planes in both chambers.
The air through oriﬁces, including window, air inlet and outlet,
are driven by the pressure gradient, where a relationship can be
obtained:

1
2

DPj ¼ rj Uj2

(2)

where U is the air velocity through the oriﬁce, m/s; and j is the
oriﬁce number.
For the contracted air ﬂow through the oriﬁce, the volumetric

ﬂow rate is less than the theoretical calculation, while the reduction
rate is described by coefﬁcient of discharge (Cd). All the oriﬁces,
such as air inlet/outlet and window, can be considered as a sharp
oriﬁce that their Cd are considered as the same [48]. The volumetric
ﬂow rate through a sharp oriﬁce can be given by,

Vj ¼ Cd Aj Uj

(3)

where V is the volumetric ﬂow rate through the oriﬁce, m3/s; Cd is
the coefﬁcient of discharge; and A is the area of the oriﬁce, m2.
It is indicated in Fig. 2(b) that the Pi1 is higher than Pw2. The
airﬂow from the window enters the cavity through the air inlet
under the initial velocity at the window. The related experimental
and numerical results [49,50] have proved this. The following
relationship can be given between these two,

Pi1  Pw2 ¼ rr gHw

(4)

where Pi1 and Pw2 are the gas pressure near the air inlet and window, as shown in Fig. 2, Pa; r represents the room; and Hw is the
height of window centre to the ﬂoor, m.
The relationship between Po2 and Pw1 shown in Fig. 2(b) can be
obtained following Eq. (1). For the pair pressures of Pw1 and Pw2, the
relationship shown in Eq. (2) is applicable for pressure gradient at
the two sides of the oriﬁce. As the heating source in the room is
considered minimal, the temperatures inside the room and outside
are almost the same. Based on this series of equations, it is
obtained,

r0 Uw2 þ rr Ui2 þ rc Uo2 ¼ 2ðr0  rc ÞgHc

(5)

where r0, rr, and rc represents the air density in the ambient, the
room and chimney cavity, respectively, kg/m3; Uw, Ui and Uo are the
airﬂow velocities through the window, air inlet and outlet,
respectively, m/s; and Hc is the height of chimney cavity between
the cavity top and the ﬂoor, m.
Under the steady conditions, the air ﬂow inside the room and
the cavity are stable along the time. The mass ﬂuxes through the
inlet and outlet are considered equal for each chamber. Based on
this, the mass conservation equation can be given by,

rc Vo ¼ rr Vi ¼ r0 Vw

(6)

All the velocities through the oriﬁces can be converted to
volumetric ﬂow rate based on Eq. (3). And Eq. (5) can be rearranged
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after replacing Vi (also Vw) with Vo through Eq. (6),

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
u
2A2w A2i A2o ðr0  rc ÞgHc

Vo ¼ Cd t
rc 2 2
rc 2 2
2 2
r Ai Ao þ r Aw Ao þ Aw Ai rc
0

2.2. Fresh-air heating through cavity

(7)

r

Following the assumption that there is a minimal heat source in
the room, so it can be assumed rr ¼ r0. Usually, it is also assumed
that rc ¼ r0 ¼ rr in the denominator of the right-hand side of Eq. (7).
Therefore, Eq. (7) can be simpliﬁed as,

Vo ¼

Cd A*r

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðr0  rc ÞgHc

rc

(8)

where A*r represents the coefﬁcient for solar chimney considering
room conﬁguration,

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Aw Ai Ao
*
Ar ¼
Ai Ao þ Aw Ao þ Aw Ai

(9)

The ideal gas law can be simpliﬁed with a less than 0.02% error
within the practical application temperature range, and it is given
by Ref. [41]:

rc Tc ¼ rr Tr ¼ r0 T0

(10)

where Tc, Tr, and T0 represent the temperature at the chimney
cavity, room and the ambient, respectively, K.
Based on Eq. (10), the volumetric ﬂow rate at the outlet, as
shown in Eq. (8), can be given by,

Vo ¼

Cd A*r

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðTc  T0 ÞgHc
T0

(11)

Under the steady conditions, the temperature inside the chimney cavity keeps constant (or balanced) along the time. The solar
energy penetrated through the glazing wall is basically used to heat
the incoming air to the balanced temperature inside the cavity. The
energy conservation equation for chimney cavity under steady
conditions is expressed by,

Ec ¼ rc Vo Cp ðTc  Tr Þ

(12)

where Ec is the power of heating intensity in the chimney cavity, W;
and Cp is the speciﬁc heat capacity of the air, J/kg$K.
In Eq. (12), a further assumption of rr ¼ r0 and Tr ¼ T0 is just a
compensation of the previous assumption during the development
A*r . It was also tried to solve the equation group without these assumptions, while the same analytical solution can be obtained after
getting rid of the terms which can be ignored. Based on Eqs. (11)
and (12), the volumetric ﬂow rate at the outlet of solar chimney
considering room conﬁguration can be given by,

2

1
3
Vo ¼ Cd A*r ðBHc Þ3

(13)

where B is the buoyancy ﬂux, which is the driven force of the ﬂow
inside the chimney cavity,

B¼

Ec g

r0 Cp T0

929

(14)

Solar chimney under fresh-air heating through the cavity can be
seen in Fig. 3(a). It is similar to the cooling mode, while the air is not
exhausted to the outside but the indoor environment. The chimney
cavity is evenly heated through the vertical glazing wall by solar
radiation, while the internal air can be considered well mixed with
uniform air density (rc) and temperature (Tc). As the hot air at the
upper layer of room sources from the chimney cavity, its temperature and density can be considered well mixed, with a uniform
temperature and air density of Tr and rr, respectively. The lower
layer of the air inside the room is ambient air (T0 and r0).
For the well-mixed air, its hydrostatic pressure is linear to the
height from the ﬂoor, showing a changing rate of rg. Based on this,
the pressure distributions inside both chimney cavity and the room
could be three possible scenarios,
 In Fig. 3(b), this is an unsteady scenario. At the beginning, the
interface of the hot air is higher than the top boundary of the
window, while the window is purely for the exhaustion of the
ambient air from the room. When the interface keeps dropping
and is lower than the top boundary of the window, the upper
part of the window starts to exhaust hot air and the lower part
to exhaust ambient air from the room;
 Fig. 3(c) shows a steady scenario. This happens when the
interface of the hot air is aligned with the heights of the window
and neutral plane. Gas pressures at outdoor and inside the room
keep increasing downwards. After the convergence of these two
pressure curves, the increasing rates become the same when
both are within the ambient air. Under the condition, the upper
part of the window is for the exhaustion of hot air. There is very
limited air exchange at the lower part of the window, which is
because the mass of the lower part of ambient air inside the
room should keep the same under the steady conditions. Under
a strong plume (e.g. ﬁre plume [51,52]), the situation may be
different, which is beyond the scope of this study; and
 An unlikely scenario is shown in Fig. 3(d). Under this condition,
the upper part of the window is used for the exhaustion of the
hot air, while the lower part is for the entry of ambient air from
the outdoor environment. This is inconsistent with the pressure
distribution for the upper window. For the room below the
junction of pressure curves, ﬁlled with the ambient air, the
increasing rate of the pressure along the height should follow
that of the outdoor environment but not the hot air. Namely,
these two pressure curves should coincide with each other for
the height below the neutral plane (Hn2), similar to Fig. 3(c).
According to the above analysis, it is known that the window
under the circumstance is used or partly used for the exhaustion of
the hot air under steady condition. For a small window with limited
height, the whole window may be used for the exhaustion of the
hot air. With a relatively big window, its lower part may not be used
for the exhaustion of hot air, but there is a limited exchange of
ambient air between the room and outdoor environment under a
limited pressure gradient.
Under the steady conditions, the airﬂow through the window
can be simply considered as a unidirectional ﬂow, namely the
whole window can be considered as the exhaustion of the hot air
with a total airﬂow denoted by Vw, represented by Fig. 3(c). The
pressure difference at various heights can be given by,

Pi2  Po1 ¼ rc gHc

(15)
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Po2  Pw2 ¼ rr gðHc  Hw Þ

(16)

Pi1  Pw1 ¼ r0 gHw

(17)

As the hot air at the upper part of the room sources from the
chimney cavity and the heating source inside the room is limited,
its air density can be considered as the same with that inside the
chimney cavity. After combining Eqs. (15) to (17), it is known that,

r0 Ui2 þ rc Uo2 þ rr Uw2 ¼ 2ðr0  rc ÞgHw

(18)

According to the mass conservation of both chimney cavity and
the whole domain (chimney cavity and the room), a relationship
can be determined as,

r0 Vi ¼ rc Vo ¼ rr Vw

(19)

Based on the above Eqs. (18) and (19) and the theory for volumetric ﬂow rate through a sharp oriﬁce as shown in Eq. (3), the
volumetric ﬂow rate at the outlet of the chimney cavity can be
given by the temperature difference from the ambient air,

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gðTc  T0 ÞHw
Vo ¼ Cd A
T0
*

(20)

where A* is the coefﬁcient related to the areas of all the openings,

A* ¼

2A2i A2o A2w
A2o A2w

(21)

þ A2i A2w þ A2i A2o

The glazing wall of the chimney cavity allows solar penetration
to heat up the internal air. Under the steady status, the temperature
of internal air keeps constant, while the absorbed heat is used to
heat the fresh air to the temperature of the hot air. Based on energy
conservation, the following relationship can be obtained,

E ¼ rc Vo Cp ðTc  T0 Þ

(22)

After combining Eqs. (20) and (22), the volumetric ﬂow rate at
the outlet of the chimney cavity can be given by,


2=3
Vout ¼ Cd A*
ðBHw Þ1=3

(23)

where B is the buoyancy ﬂux, which is represented in Eq. (14).
Based on Eqs. (22) and (23), the temperature of the air inside the
chimney cavity can be obtained by,


Tc ¼

T0
gHw

1=3 

E
r0 Cp Cd A*

2=3
þ T0

(24)

As the volumetric ﬂow rate at the outlet is constant under a
constant solar radiation. The time to achieve the steady status,
when the hot air layer approaches the window, can be simply
calculated by the volume of the upper part of the room and volumetric ﬂow rate,

tste ¼

Ar ðHc  Hw Þ
2
3

1
3

ðCd A* Þ ðBHw Þ

(25)

where tste represents the time to achieve the steady status of the
airﬂow, s; and Ar is the ﬂoor area of the room, m2.
Before the hot air layer arrives at the window height, namely the
time is less than tste obtained by Eq. (25), the height of the hot layer
in the room from the ﬂoor, Hhot, can be then estimated by,

#

2=3
t Cd A*
ðBHw Þ1=3
¼ max Hc 
; Hw
Ar
"

Hhot

(26)

where Hhot is the height of the hot air interface in the room from the
ﬂoor, m; and t is the time since the beginning of the heating process, s.
It should be mentioned that the room opening in the above
analysis is not only applicable to window but also door. Eq. (23) is
applicable to multiple vertical openings such as window and door
due to the mass balance in the whole domain and the openings can
exhaust the upper hot air layer after the interface keeps dropping.
2.3. Fresh-air heating through room
Solar chimney under fresh-air heating through the room, as
shown in Fig. 4(a), is similar to the second type. The difference is
that the fresh air supply is through the room opening (e.g. window
or door). Based on the mass conservation of the whole domain
(both chimney cavity and room), the total mass ﬂow through the
room opening should be equal to zero under steady status, which is
similar to those rooms under single-sided natural ventilation [53].
This can be described by two stages. At the ﬁrst stage, hot air
exhaust to the room from the chimney cavity after been heated.
Before they approach the window top, the room opening is only
used for the exhaustion of the ambient air inside the room. After
the hot air layer approaching the window height, denoted as the
second stage, the window starts to exhaust hot air due to the
pressure gradient, while the lower part of the window is then used
for fresh air supply.
Fig. 4(b) shows the pressure distributions of outdoor, the room
and chimney cavity. The window can be also divided into two parts,
while at the upper part Pw2>Pw1 and the lower part Pw3 ¼ Pw4. For
the upper part of the window, the hot air can be exhausted under
the pressure gradient. The lower part is different from Fig. 3(c) even
though both the pressure gradients are zero. This is because the
ambient air at the lower part of the room enters the chimney cavity
through the air inlet under the pressure gradient. After that, the
outdoor fresh air enters the room through the lower part of the
window to compensate for the loss of the ambient air under the
steady status. This is the reason why the lower part of the window
still exists an incoming fresh air even though the pressure gradient
is zero.
According to the mass conservation of the chimney cavity under
steady status, the mass ﬂuxes at the inlet and outlet are the same.
Similar for the lower layer inside the room, namely the ambient air
layer, the mass of fresh air ﬂowing into the room from the outside
environment is equal to that entering the chimney cavity from the
room, as the interface between the hot air and ambient air keeps
unchanged under steady status. The neutral plane (Hn) is located
within the window, whatever the height of the window is. If we
assign Vuw and Vlw the upper entering and lower outgoing volumetric ﬂow rates, respectively, it is then known that,

rc Vo ¼ rr Vuw

(27)

r0 Vlw ¼ r0 Vi

(28)

where Vuw and Vlw are the air ﬂow volume through the upper and
lower part of the window, m3/s.
Under the steady status of the chimney cavity, it is obtained that
r0Vi ¼ rcVo, so the following expression can be determined,

r0 Vlw ¼ rr Vuw

(29)
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Previous studies [54,55] assumed that for a room with singlesided natural ventilation half of the opening is used for entering
airﬂow and another half for exhaustion. This study will follow the
same assumption under the similar situation. According to the
pressure distributions inside the chimney cavity, the room, and
outdoor environment, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the pressure differences can be obtained as,

Pi2  Po1 ¼ rc gHc

(30)



Po2  Pw2 ¼ rr g Hc  Hw  0:25hs;w

(31)

Pw1  Pw4 ¼ 0:5r0 ghs;w

(32)



Pi1  Pw3 ¼ r0 g Hw  0:25hs;w

(33)

where hs,w is the size (or called vertical height from its bottom to
the top) of the window, m;
For the window with both entering and outgoing air ﬂows, the
discharge coefﬁcient can still be applied even this is not strictly a
vena contracta as the discharge coefﬁcient can account for
streamline contraction and viscous loss incurred through the
opening [56,57]. So the calculations of Pw2-Pw1 and Pw4-Pw3 can still
follow Eq. (2).
Based on Eqs. (30)e(33), it is known that,



2
2
r0 Ui2 þ rc Uo2 þ rr Uuw
þ r0 Ulw
¼ 2ðr0  rc Þg Hw þ 0:25hs;w

2.4. Sealed heating
Fig. 5(a) shows the solar chimney under sealed heating. As can
be seen in this ﬁgure, no fresh air enters the domain through the
room neither the chimney cavity. After the air been heated through
the chimney cavity, the hot air exhaust to the room and gather at
the ceiling under thermal buoyancy. Along the process, the interface between the upper hot air and lower ambient air keeps
dropping until it touches the ﬂoor. This is the time the whole room
space is heated, when it can be considered achieving the steady
status, even though there might be slight air movement under the
limited temperature difference. The air ﬂow ﬁnally stops moving
when there is a heat balance that the absorbed heat of the air inside
the chimney cavity is equal to their radiation heat to the surrounding environment.
Therefore, the theoretical analysis for sealed heating should
focus on the dynamic (unsteady) heating process, which is different
from the previous three types. The pressure distribution can be
seen in Fig. 5(b). Those pressure differences at various heights along
the time under unsteady conditions are similar to Eqs. (15) to (17)
or Eqs. (30) to (33).
Following the similar deduction as the previous two types, the
dynamic volumetric ﬂow rate can be obtained as,


2=3
Vo ¼ Cd A*
ðBHhot Þ1=3

A* ¼

It is also known from Eqs. (27) to (29) that,

(35)

The energy conservation equation is the same with previous
chimney type, as shown in Eq. (22). After combining Eqs. (3), (22),
(34) and (35), the volumetric ﬂow rate at the outlet of the chimney
cavity can be expressed by,


2=3 

Vo ¼ Cd A*
B Hw þ 0:25hs;w

2A2i A2o

(42)

A2i þ A2o

As the hot air from the chimney cavity ﬁlls the upper part of the
room, a relationship can be then determined between the dynamic
Vo and Hhot,

vðHc  Hhot Þ Vo
¼
Ar
vt

(36)

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
u
2A2i A2o A2w
t

(37)

A2o A2w þ A2i A2w þ 8A2i A2o


2=3
ðBHhot Þ1=3
C A*
vHhot
¼ d
vt
Ar

(44)

Separating the variables and integrating both sides, Eq. (44) can
be rewritten as,

ð

ð

1

Hhot3 vHhot ¼


2=3 1=3
B
Cd A*
vt
Ar



The temperature of the air inside the chimney can be estimated

(45)

So the dynamic height of the hot layer can be given by,

by,

"

"

#1=3 
2=3
T0
E

Tc ¼
þ T0
*
r 0 Cp Cd A
g Hw þ 0:25hs;w


(38)

Similarly, the time to approach steady status when the hot air
layer approach the window height and the hot layer height inside
the room can be given by, respectively,

tste ¼

ðCd A* Þ

2=3

"

Hhot

(43)

After combining Eqs. (41) and (43), it is known,
1=3

where B is the same with Eq. (14), but A* is different from that in Eq.
(21), which can be given by,

A* ¼

(41)

where B is the same with Eq. (14) and A* is expressed as,


(34)

r0 Vi ¼ rc Vo ¼ rr Vuw ¼ r0 Vlw
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Ar ðHc  Hw Þ


B Hw þ 0:25hs;w

(39)

1=3


2=3 

t Cd A*
B Hw þ 0:25hs;w
¼ max Hc 
Ar

Hhot ¼


2=3 1=3 #3=2
2 Cd A*
B
2
t
C
3Ar
3

where C is the constant, which can be obtained through the initial
conditions. When t ¼ 0, Hhot ¼ Hc. Based on this, it is obtained that
2=3

c ¼ 32Hc

. So,

#
; Hw

(40)


2=3 #3=2 )
2tB1=3 Cd A*
Hc 
;0
3Ar

("
HHot ¼ max

1=3

(46)

(47)

As the accumulation of the upper hot air layer continues, Hhot
drops and approaches the ﬂoor. The time needed for the hot air
ﬁlling the whole room space is when Hhot ¼ 0. The time for the solar
chimney to heat the whole room space can be estimated by,
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tste ¼

3Ar Hc
2B1=3 ðCd A* Þ

2=3

(48)

So, the air movement inside the chimney cavity stops only when
the internal temperature is stable. This is the time when there is a
heat balance between the absorbed heat from the solar radiation
and the radiation heat from the internal air to the surrounding
environment. To obtain the temperature of the air inside the
chimney cavity, several main thermal processes should be considered, such as transmission of solar radiation for the glazing wall,
radiation heat, and convective heat among three surfaces (e.g.
glazing wall, internal air and the absorption wall). The energy
conservation equation for the air inside the chimney cavity is given
by:

ra Cp V



vTc
¼ tma Ac Qsol  Ac s Tc4  T04  Ac ha ðTc  Ta Þ
vt
 Ac hwall ðTc  Twall Þ

(49)



tma Qsol  s Tc4  T04  ha ðTc  Ta Þ  hwall ðTc  Twall Þ ¼ 0
(50)
Under the steady status, it is considered that Tc ¼ Ta ¼ Twall, so
the temperature of the internal air can be estimated by,


Tc ¼

tma Qsol
þ T04
s

1=4
(51)

2.5. Effects of room conﬁguration
In this section, the solar chimney under cooling mode was used
as an example to show the inﬂuence of the connected room on the
performance. Based on Eq. (13), it can be seen for a typical wall solar
chimney under cooling mode that the inﬂuences of the connected
room are much reﬂected by the room opening area. A*r in Eq. (13)
can be also given by,

A*r

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
u
2A2i A2o


¼t
1 A2 A2 þ A2 þ A2
i
o
o
i
Aw

z¼

Vo;r
Vo

(52)

(54)

where Vo,r and Vo are the volumetric airﬂow rate through the
chimney cavity connecting a room and directly the ambient environment, respectively, m3/s.
Based on Eqs. (13), (52) and (53), the room coefﬁcient can be
expressed by,

z¼

where Qsol is the solar radiation intensity, W/m2; V here is the
volume of the chimney cavity, m3; t is the transmissivity of glazing;
Ac is the area of the absorption (or hot) wall, m2; ma is the absorption coefﬁcient of the air; s is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W/
m2$K4; and hwall is the heat transfer coefﬁcient of the wall, W/m2$K.
When it approaches the steady status, the term on the left-hand
side is equal to zero,



environment without going through a room, when the solar
chimney achieves the maximum performance. A room coefﬁcient,
z, is then proposed to present the percentage of solar chimney
performance to its maximum performance,

A*r
A*c

!2
3

"
¼ 1þ

1
ðAw =Ai Þ2 þ ðAw =Ao Þ2

#1
3

(55)

Eq. (55) further proves that if Aw /∞, z ¼ 1, where the solar
chimney performance achieves the maximum with a room coefﬁcient of 100%. So if we want the solar chimney performance achieves a speciﬁc z, the room opening should be bigger than a speciﬁc
area, which is given by,

Aw >

h



z3  1 ðAi þ Ao Þ

i0:5

(56)

Fig. 6(a) shows an example of determining the minimal area of
room opening when it is connected to a solar chimney with a 0.3 m
high air inlet with a cavity depth of 0.05e0.3 m. It can be seen from
this ﬁgure that the increasing rate of z drops with a bigger room
opening area. For example, for the chimney cavity with a depth of
0.05 m, z increases from 47% to 68% when opening area rises from
0.05 to 0.10 m2. However, after that, the same increase of z needs a
rise of the opening area from 0.10 to 0.23 m2. The same situation
applies to Fig. 6(b) with various cavity widths. It can be seen from
Eq. (56) that the cavity height shows limited inﬂuence on the
required room opening.
For this solar chimney under cooling mode, if we need to achieve a room coefﬁcient of 90%, the required room opening area
varies from 0.25 to 1.05 m2 dependent on the cavity depth. For the
solar chimney with 0.3 m cavity depth, the minimal area of the
room opening is about 1.05 m2. A regularly adopted half-open
window (1.2 m  1.8 m) could be enough to achieve a room coefﬁcient of 90%. But if we increase the cavity depth or width, this
typical window is then not enough.
3. Validations of theoretical models
Solar chimney is different from solar photovoltaic which produces electricity directly, while the energy saving of the target
building is realized by promoting natural ventilation and saving the

In the above equation, if Aw /∞, Ao Ai =Aw /0 that the dominator of the right side term is equal to A2o þ A2i , so A*r ¼ A*c , where A*r
and A*c represent the coefﬁcient for solar chimney considering and
without considering room conﬁguration, respectively. It is indicated if there is an inﬁnite big opening for the connected room, the
volumetric ﬂow rate is equal to the solo solar chimney without
considering room conﬁguration,

Ac ¼

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
u 2A2 A2
i o
t
A2o þ A2i

(53)

The inﬁnitely big opening of the room can be considered as the
scenario that the solar chimney is directly connected to the ambient

Fig. 6. Relationship between the room coefﬁcient and room opening area for a solar
chimney with a 0.3 m high air inlet under various: (a) cavity depths (0.05e0.3 m); and
(b) cavity widths (1.0e4.0 m).
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energy which is originally consumed by HVAC system. Under the
circumstance, the higher airﬂow rate raised by the chimney cavity
the better performance of solar chimney is. At the moment, very
limited studies have been found for solar chimney connected to a
room under cooling mode, not to mention the heating mode. Two
experimental studies have been found in the literature regarding
the cooling mode, while one is an outdoor test and the other is
indoor. In this section, the experimental data about the volumetric
airﬂow rate through the solar chimney were utilized to validate the
theoretical model under cooling mode, while the validation of
heating mode will be taken in our future work when the experimental data are available. As the airﬂow rate through the solar
chimney is one of the key parameters to determine its performance,
the airﬂow rates through the chimney cavity between the numerical modeling and experiments were then compared for the
validation.
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Table 1
A summary of inputted values for the prediction.
Symbol

Meaning

Value

Unit

Reference

Cd
Cp
h
ε

Coefﬁcient of discharge
Speciﬁc heat capacity of air
Heat transfer coefﬁcient
Emissivity
Ambient air density
Stefan-Bolzmann constant
Transmissivity of glazing

0.57
1005
15
0.96
1.205
5.6704  108
0.74

e
J/kg$K
W/m2$K
e
kg/m3
W/m2$K4
e

[58]
[59]
[49]
[60]
[59]
[61]
[58]

r0
s
t

3.1. Outdoor experiment
An outdoor test was undertaken by Mathur et al. [58]. The test
rig was brieﬂy introduced here for convenience and completeness,
while more details can refer to the reference. A reduced-scale test
rig of 1 m cubical room was built with timber and connected to a
solar chimney. On the right side of the room, a 0.5 m high opening
(window) was built with a dimension of 0.3 m  0.3 m for fresh air
supply. The structure of the room and solar chimney can refer to
Fig. 2(a).
An absorber wall was positioned between the chimney cavity
and the room, which can be adjusted vertically for parametric
analysis. The left side of the absorber wall was attached with a
1 mm black pained aluminum sheet to enhance the solar absorption, while its right was placed with 5 cm insulation to minimize
the heat transfer from the cavity to the room. Its height can be
adjusted during experiment within a range of 0.7e0.9 m under
0.1 m increment, leaving an air inlet height of 0.3e0.1 m. A glazing
wall was located at the left side of the cavity, allowing solar
penetration. The distance between glazing and absorber wall,
called cavity depth, was adjustable between 0.1 and 0.3 m under
0.1 m increment.
The temperatures of the absorber wall, glazing and airﬂow in
the chimney cavity were measured by K-type thermocouples.
Airﬂow velocity was measured by a hot-wire anemometer with an
accuracy of 0.01 m/s. The anemometer wire was located 15 cm
below the outlet and in the middle of glazing and absorber walls.
The solar radiation was measured parallel to the absorber wall by a
solarimeter with least-count 15 W/m2 and accuracy of ±1%. All the
measurements were taken under three solar intensities, namely
300, 500 and 700 W/m2. To reduce the inﬂuences from outdoor
wind, a blocking wall was built 0.5 m from the window with a
dimension of 3 m (width)  2 m (height). All the measurements
were taken under minimal wind with a velocity of less than 0.1 m/s.
The inputted values for the prediction are listed in Table 1. A
comparison between experimental and predicted airﬂow rate can
be seen in Fig. 7. The predictions are based on two methods: (a)
traditional way (without considering room conﬁguration), as
shown in Eq. (53) [45]; and the proposed theoretical model in this
study (considering room conﬁguration). It can be seen from the
comparison that the predictions without considering room
conﬁguration are higher than the experimental data, showing an
average error of 49.0%. The predicted ﬂow rates, based on the
proposed model in this study after considering the room conﬁguration, are much improved, showing an average error of 25.2%. It
can be then known that the room conﬁguration shows considerable
inﬂuences on the airﬂow rate through solar chimney.
Although an average error of 25.2% is still obvious, this may be

Fig. 7. A comparison of experimental and predicted airﬂow rate through chimney
cavity. The experimental data come from Ref. [58].

because of the unstable test environment in the outdoors. According to the experiments, the maximum air velocity inside the
chimney cavity is about 0.33 m/s. As mentioned in the literature, all
the readings were taken when the external wind is less than 0.1 m/
s, which can also provide an unneglectable impact on the experimental measurement. This may be the reason why there is still an
average error of 25.2% after considering the connected room.
Although the differences between the experiment and prediction
cannot be ignored, it positively shows that the consideration of the
room conﬁguration can provide much practical/improved predictions for the design of solar chimney.
For this experimental setup, the area of room opening keeps at
0.09 m2, while the areas for air inlet and outlet are both within
0.1e0.3 m2. According to Eq. (55), the maximum room coefﬁcient
can be achieved when the areas of the inlet and outlet are both at
0.1 m2, which is 85%. However, when both areas increase to 0.3 m2,
the current window is not enough to sustain a high performance
that the room coefﬁcient drops from 85% to 53%. It is suggested to
have a room opening (window or door) of no less than 0.35 m2 to
keep an over 90% room coefﬁcient for this experimental setup.
3.2. Indoor experiment
The indoor experiment was conducted by Bouchair [62] in a
large enough laboratory (20 m long  10 m wide  5 m high). The
ambient air temperature was kept at 20  C. The structure of the test
room is the same as Fig. 2(a), including a room and a chimney
cavity. The room was made of timber with an internal dimension of
1.8 m (L)  1.65 m (W)  2.0 m (H). An opening (or window) was
considered at the centre of the right wall with a dimension of
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0.5 m (W)  0.6 m (H). The air inlet of the chimney cavity is 1.4 m
wide with two heights (0.1 and 0.4 m).
Different from the previous outdoor test model, the two walls
constructing chimney cavity were made of insulation board,
attached with polished aluminum on the cavity side to beneﬁt the
reﬂection of heating source. The dimension of the chimney cavity is
1.5 m (W)  2.0 m (H) with various depths of 0.1e1.0 m. The heating
process is also different from the outdoor test, which was realized
by two electrically heated panels, providing a wall temperature of
30e60  C. Several controllers were utilized to ensure the surface
temperature of the panels was kept at the designed one. The air
ﬂow and temperature of multiple points at the air inlet were
measured by heated thermistor anemometer with an accuracy of
±5% velocity reading and ±1  C temperature, respectively.
During the experiment, the two walls constructing the chimney
cavity were ﬁrst heated to the target temperature. Air velocities
were monitored to determine if the air ﬂow is stable. Fluctuations
were observed high under the variability of the airﬂow. Both the
temperature and velocity for the individual scenario were averaged
values during a period of 90 s. More details about the test rig and
measurement procedure can be seen in Ref. [62].
As the heating source in the experiment was represented by the
hot wall, it is needed to convert the temperature to heating power
(or called solar radiation intensity) for the modeling input of the
theoretical models. The total heating power is determined by a
combination of convective and radiation heat transfer between the
hot wall and the surrounding air. A direct calculation seems to be
impossible as the temperature of internal air is not known and
changing along the time. It can be known that for a temperature
range of 30e80  C, the normal application range for solar chimney,
radiation heat ﬂux is about 33.8 ± 4.2% of the convection heat ﬂux
between the hot wall and ambient air. Therefore, for simpliﬁcation,
the heating power of the hot wall was obtained based on the
convective heat transfer between the hot wall and ambient air.
The predictions considering and without considering the room
conﬁguration can be seen in Fig. 8. These predictions are based on
the inputs listed in Table 1. The same with the outdoor test, it can be
observed that the predictions considering room conﬁguration are
much improved. The average error of predictions drops from 41.0%
to 17.5% after considering the room conﬁguration. When comparing
to the outdoor prediction, the predictions for the indoor test are

Fig. 8. A comparison between experimental and predicted mass ﬂux per meter. The
experimental data come from Ref. [62].

much better with an average error of about 7.7%. It may prove that
the errors for the predictions of the outdoor test are because of the
external unstable environment such as external wind. The errors
still exist after considering the room, as seen in Fig. 8, which may
because of the simpliﬁed calculation method for the total heat ﬂux.
So based on the above outdoor and indoor experiments, it can
be seen that the inﬂuences of the room conﬁguration on solar
chimney performance cannot be ignored and the proposed theoretical model in this study can provide much accurate predictions
for the solar chimney.
4. Comparisons and implementations
4.1. Comparisons among four types
Based on the above analysis, theoretical models were developed
to predict the volumetric ﬂow rate and the temperature of the
chimney cavity. A summary of these theoretical models can be seen
in Table 2. The comparisons are made among four typical types of
solar chimney, including cooling mode and three heating modes, in
terms of volumetric ﬂow rate through the chimney cavity (Vo),
temperature of hot air (Tc), time to achieve steady status (tste), and
height of hot layer from the ﬂoor (Hhot).
It can see from Table 2 that the theoretical models of volumetric
ﬂow rate show exactly the same format for these four categories,
but with different A* and H. The coefﬁcient A* is a little different for
sealed heating as there is no opening for both chimney cavity and
the room. Due to the function of the window, A* is a little different
for fresh-air heating through the room. For solar chimney under
cooling mode, the H is the height of cavity/chimney, while under
heating mode it is much related to the height or size of the window.
Except for the sealed heating category, the other three types show
stable volumetric ﬂow rate along the time. As the volumetric ﬂow
rate under sealed heating is dependent on the height of the hot air
layer, the volumetric ﬂow rate keeps decreasing when the hot layer
approaches the ﬂoor.
As shown in Eq. (22), the temperature of the hot air is much
dependent on the volumetric ﬂow rate. Under the ﬁxed heat input
(solar radiation), a larger airﬂow rate means more air is heated,
which then results in a relatively lower temperature of the hot air
through the chimney cavity. The calculation of the temperature
under sealed heating is different from the other three types as the
volumetric ﬂow rate keeps decreasing along the time before it ﬁlls
the whole room space. The calculation of the temperature is then
based on the energy conservation of absorbed solar radiation and
the emitted radiation heat of the hot air inside the chimney cavity,
as shown in Eqs. (49) and (50). This is the reason why the obtained
temperature of the hot layer for the type of sealed heating is a little
different from the others.
The time to achieve steady status is a little different for solar
chimney under sealed heating as the hot air layer can touch the
ﬂoor, while for the other three types only approach the window
centre. So the time to achieve steady status for solar chimney under
sealed heating is the time when the hot air layer touches the ﬂoor,
with the double travel distance than the others. The height of the
hot air layer is dependent on the volumetric ﬂow rate of the hot air
through the chimney cavity and the ﬂoor area. For a ﬁxed ﬂoor area,
a bigger volumetric ﬂow rate is companied with a more rapidly
descendent hot layer.
For a typical building, the advantages and disadvantages of solar
chimney for the heating purpose can be seen in Table 3. It is known
that except sealed heating, the other two types allow the fresh-air
exchange to the outdoor environment. The fresh-air heating
through cavity show averagely the highest air exchange rate and
the lowest temperature and fresh-air heating through the room is
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Table 2
A summary of developed theoretical models for solar chimney.

Note: Vo is the volumetric ﬂow rate at the outlet; Cd is the coefﬁcient of discharge, which is normally considered as around 0.6 for door and window [48]; Ai is the inlet area; Ao
is the outlet area; Aw is the room opening area; Ar is the ﬂoor area of the room; Hc is the height of the chimney cavity or room ceiling; Hw is the distance between room opening
centre and the ﬂoor; Hhot is the height of the hot layer bottom interface from the ﬂoor; t is the time started from the beginning; B is the buoyancy ﬂux, which can be obtained
through Eq. (14); Tc is the air temperature inside chimney cavity or the hot layer inside the room; T0 is the ambient air temperature; Cp is the speciﬁc heat capacity of ambient
air; r0 is the ambient air density; E is the heat absorbed by the air inside the chimney cavity, which can be estimated by ArtQsol; t is the transmissivity of glazing wall of solar
chimney; Qsol is the solar radiation intensity; hs,w is the height of room opening itself from its top to bottom frames; g is the acceleration of gravity; and ma is the absorption
coefﬁcient of the air.

in an opposite way, while the sealed heating shows a moderate
performance in terms of both airﬂow rate and temperature. Freshair heating through cavity can heat the upper room quite faster
than the fresh-air heating through the room. Therefore, it is suggested to use fresh-air heating through the cavity, through the
room and sealed heating to regularly occupied buildings under cool
and cold weather conditions, and non-regularly occupied buildings
(e.g. storages), respectively.
4.2. Implementation of models
To implement the theoretical models developed in this study, a
typical room with an area of 36.0 m2 and a height of 2.7 m was
selected. For the two types with window, a typical half-closed
sliding window with a dimension of 1.2 m (height)  1.8 m
(width) is located in the middle of the right wall. The area of the
real opening is half of the window, namely 1.2 m  0.9 m. A 3.0 m
wide solar chimney is located at the left side of the room, with a
cavity depth of 0.3 m and an air inlet height of 0.2 m. The dimension
of cavity depth is determined by the usually obtained optimal value
[18]. A cool weather condition is assumed while the ambient air is
kept at 288.15 K (15  C), and the solar radiation intensity is 500 W/
m2. The conﬁguration of the solar chimney and room can be seen in

Figs. 3e5, while the detailed inputted value can be seen in Table 4.
Comparison of the three types of solar chimney for the heating
purpose can be seen in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) shows the volumetric ﬂow
rates along the time and the relevant hot air temperature in the
chimney cavity (or the upper part of the room). It can be seen that
the two solar chimney types with fresh-air heating keep at a constant airﬂow rate. For solar chimney under sealed heating, the
airﬂow rate keeps decreasing along the time, while the decreasing
rate keeps rising. In terms of the temperature, fresh-air heating
through the room shows the highest temperature, followed by
sealed heating and fresh-air heating through the cavity. The temperature rises are within a range of 13.5e21.5 K (or ºC), which is
quite impressive.
Fig. 9(b) presents the height of the hot layer along the time.
Under a constant airﬂow rate through the chimney cavity, the
heights of the hot layer for the two types with fresh-air heating
decrease linearly with the time. For sealed heating, its decreasing
rate of the hot layer height slows down along the time under the
decreased airﬂow rate, as shown in Fig. 9(a). Solar chimney with
fresh-air heating through the room takes about 401 s to achieve the
steady status, while it needs about 251 s for the fresh-air heating
through the cavity. The sealed heating takes the longest time,
namely about 525 s, to achieve the steady status. However, the solar
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Table 3
A summary of advantages and disadvantages of four solar chimney types.
Type

Schematic

Advantages

Disadvantages

Applicability

Fresh-air cooling

 Fresh-air exchange to keep ✓ Under very high-temperature weather con- Regularly occupied
the air quality of building;
dition, it may need to be used with other
buildings under hot
 Take away the internal heat
mechanical cooling.
weather conditions
load through the natural
ventilation;

Fresh-air heating through
cavity

✓ Fresh-air exchange to keep  Only the upper part of room is heated, while Regularly occupied
the air quality of building;
the height is dependent on the window;
buildings under cool
✓ Averagely it shows the  The temperature of the hot layer is relatively weather conditions
highest air exchange rate;
low;
✓ The
time
needed
to
approach steady condition
is relatively shorter;

Fresh-air heating through room

 Fresh-air exchange to keep
the air quality of building;
 The temperature of the hot
layer is relatively higher;

Sealed heating

✓ Heat the whole room from  No fresh air supply;
ceiling to the ﬂoor;
 The time needed to approach
condition is relatively long;

chimney under sealed heating shows the maximum average ﬂow
rate in the ﬁrst half of the room, reﬂected by the shortest period
(about 195 s) to approach the window height.
Therefore, based on the above analysis, fresh-air heating
through cavity may be the best choice under this speciﬁc cool
weather condition. This is due to the following reasons: (a) the
upper room shows a reasonable temperature (28.5  C) very close to
the thermal comfort temperature; (b) it shows a relatively bigger

✓ Only the upper part of room is heated, while Regularly occupied
the height is dependent on the window;
buildings under cold
✓ The air exchange rate is relatively low;
weather conditions

Non-regularly occupied
steady buildings like storages

airﬂow rate through the chimney cavity that the room can be
ventilated in a relatively short time period; and (c) most importantly, it allows fresh-air ventilation during the whole process.
5. Conclusions
Theoretical models were developed to predict solar chimney
performance for four typical types under both cooling and heating

Table 4
Comparison of heating modes based on a typical room under regular cool weather conditions.
Type

Symbol

Meaning

Value

Unit

Room

Ar
Cd
Hc
Hw
hs,w
ww
d
hs,in
w

Floor area of the room
Coefﬁcient of discharge
Height of cavity/ceiling from the ﬂoor
Height of window from the ﬂoor
Height of room opening
Width of room opening
Cavity depth
Height (size) of air inlet
Width of chimney cavity
Transmissivity of glass
Speciﬁc heat capacity of ambient air
Acceleration of gravity
Solar radiation intensity
Ambient temperature
Ambient air density
Absorption coefﬁcient of the air
Stefan-Boltzmann constant

36.0
0.6 [48]
2.7
1.35
1.2
0.9a
0.3
0.2
3.0
0.78 [63]
1005
9.8
500
288.15
1.205
0.23 [64]
5.6704  108

m2
e
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
e
J/kg$K
m/s2
W/m2
K
kg/m3
e
W/m2$K4

Solar chimney

t
Ambient environment

Cp
g
Qsol
T0

r0
ma
d
Note:

a

This is for typical sliding window with half of the area opened.
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Fig. 9. A comparison of heating performance for three types of solar chimney.

modes considering room conﬁguration, including fresh-air cooling,
fresh-air heating through chimney cavity and through room, and
sealed heating, as shown in Table 3. Some conclusions can be made:
 The inﬂuence of the room conﬁguration on solar chimney performance cannot be ignored, where a roof coefﬁcient, as shown
in Eq. (55), is proposed to address the inﬂuence;
 Theoretical models were developed to predict the volumetric
ﬂow rate through the chimney cavity, which is following the
same format for all the four types but with different coefﬁcients.
The models can be seen in Table 2;
 Different from cooling mode, the connected room cannot be
considered as mixed ventilation with uniform temperature and
air density. The whole room can be divided into two layers: the
upper hot air and the lower fresh air. The volumetric ﬂow rate of
solar chimney under heating mode is not only dependent on the
cavity height, but also the height of the room opening;
 Different from the other two heating modes, the volumetric
ﬂow rate through the sealed heating is dependent on the height
of hot air layer. As there is no opening to exhaust those hot air,
the hot air layer is approaching the ﬂoor, while the volumetric
ﬂow rate keeps decreasing with an increased descending rate;
and
 To heat a typical room, fresh-air heating through cavity shows
the highest volumetric ﬂow rate and the lowest hot air temperature, which can be applied to regularly occupied buildings
under cool weather conditions. Fresh-air heating through the
room is in an opposite way, which is appropriate for regularly
occupied buildings under cold weather conditions. For sealed
heating, both the volumetric ﬂow rate and hot air temperature
are moderate, which can be applied to non-regularly occupied
buildings as there is no fresh air supply.
Limitations also apply to the theoretical models developed in
this study. Because of the complexity of the problem, the heat
transfer inside the wall and glazing is ignored under the steady
status. The interface between the hot air and ambient air in the
room may go through some turbulence and external wind has inﬂuences on the solar chimney performance, which are also
simpliﬁed/neglected in order to obtain the analytical solutions.
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